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Words from the chairman

A word from the editor
Welcome to the latest issue of The Fortnightly Faff. It is long overdue. We’ve had
some good meets over the past 6 months and photos from many of them feature in
this bumper issue.
We have a real diversity of other stuff going on outside of the regular meets calendar
too, so thank you to people who contributed materials of things they’ve been up to.
Within these pages you find stuff on via ferrata in Italy and Andorra, winter climbing
in Scotland, a report from the Women’s Climbing Symposium, and a photo of the first
Mercian to stand at the south pole - impressive.
Now a quick reminder - we are now climbing at Redpoint Birmingham on the first
Thursday of the month. But we always reconvene at the Wagon & Horses after for a
drink and a chat. This is being done as a trial but I can’t see any reason not to
continue with it.
Thanks, and I look forward to seeing you at the wall, pub or on a meet (or all three) in
the next few weeks.
Stew.

Cover photo
Joe Grainer and Adam Butler getting stuck into a
top day of winter scrambling on the Snowdon
Horseshoe whilst on the Anabasis meet.
Photo: Stewart Moody

Cover photo - Tom Morris with Alum Pot forming the
backdrop, Yorkshire Dales National Park

Via Ferrata

GIOVANNI
LIPELLA
Dolomites, Italy

In terms of much sought after objectives, the Giovanni
Lipella (4C) via ferrata in the Italian Dolomites has been
near the top of the tick list of many a Mercian. And rightly
so. The route ascends tunnels carved inside the mountain
by soldiers during the First World War, and climbs the side
of the impressive Tofana di Roses to reach a summit cross
at 3225m. All this against the stunning backdrop of the
Falzarego pass; an attractive proposition indeed. Here is a
picture of Naomi taken in the initial tunnel section of the
route in May 2017 when members of the club last tried
the route. Despite Naomi’s smiles it isn’t going very well,
we should have been able to walk up that tunnel, instead
it was full of bullet hard ice due to a late winter…

…clearly we didn’t make it to the summit that day. We turned
back not long after taking this photo when the path along
terraces following the steep sided mountain vanished beneath
snow. We didn’t have crampons for that kind of terrain, and so
that was the end of that. But the thirst to succeed on that ferrata
didn’t go away, and even before that holiday was over there
were rumors of a return trip later in the summer. And so in
September of 2017 an intrepid bunch of Mercians went back for
a rematch with Giovanni Lipella, and here are some of the
photos of that day courtesy of Karl Stewart, Julie Taylor and
Adam Butler…

Main photo : the
terraces that were
banked out in snow in
May now passable.
Inset : Adam at the same
point where we turned
around in May.

The stunning amphitheater is the
highlight of the middle section of the
Giovanni Lipella via ferrata, made all
the more atmospheric by the swirling
clouds. [L-R] Julie Taylor and Anta
Misina climbing.

There she blows! You know you’ve
climbed to the top of something
quite special when you are greeted
by a massive summit cross. It’s a
shame there wasn’t a better view. [LR] Karl Stewart and Adam Butler.
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WEEKEND WARRIORS
Joel Taylor making some tough moves on Wild Sex
(6b) on Infrared Wall on the Greek climbing paradise
of Kalymnos. It’s a great crag best enjoyed in the
late afternoon sun. The rock glows a wonderful
orange and the tranquillity of the valley is broken
only by the braying of the local donkey and the belly
laughing of Pierce 300m away at the local taverna.
Photo : STEWART MOODY

WEEKEND WARRIORS
A mass ascent of Cnicht, often referred to as
The Matterhorn of Wales and shrouded in
cloud in the distance, to celebrate the 40th
birthday of Louise Bullock. [L-R] Joe Norris,
Vicky Higgins, Karl Stewart, Joel Taylor, Vicki
Moody, Louise Bullock.
Photo : STEWART MOODY

WEEKEND WARRIORS

Sandy’s massive effort with her army
colleagues to ski across Antarctica in
November 2017 to February 2018 hardly
fits the bill of a weekend warrior - it is so
much more than that. Here is a photo of
Sandy with the club’s 60th anniversary Tshirt at the south pole.
Photo : ONE OF THE ICE MAIDENS

WEEKEND WARRIORS

Adam Butler and Karl Stewart plod up the last few meters of hard
snow to the summit of Liathach after climbing George (III/IV ***)
during a spell of fine weather in Glen Torridon in late February. This
was just one of several objectives summited over a week.

Photo : STEWART MOODY

The Roaches
The Roaches meet at the Don Whillan’s
memorial hut in Staffordshire marks the end
of camping season. Everyone arrived at the
hut after mercifully short and uneventful
drives from Birmingham and got stuck into
playing board games right away whilst
drinking quite a lot of wine and beer.
Saturday was pretty wet so most opted for
walks of varying lengths around the local
countryside, with a fair bit of bog hopping
and chatting. It could have been worse,
there were dry and sunny spells, and we all
enjoyed the company of our friends. That
evening it was dry enough to bag a route or
two behind the hut, and here’s a picture of
Vijay topping out. But the midges were out
in force, so the routes were dispatched with
urgency and we retired to the hut for a meal
courtesy of Beth, and even more board
games.
Sunday was dry and cold (perfect grit
weather some would say) so everyone went
out climbing for the day. Some stuck it out
longer than others, it was baltic on the
belays above the crag - proper frozen
penguin terrain eh Pierce?

Vijay fights free of the midges and leads Prow Cracks
(Vdiff) at the Chalkstorm area of the lower tier.

Oh the horror! Despite the smiles there are swarms of midges everywhere making
belaying a very, very unpleasant prospect.[L-R] Stew, Emma, Vijay, Nima, Andrew.

Huw all geared up and ready to go…and put the
kettle on in the kitchen of Rock Hall Cottage.

The weather takes a turn for the better on Saturday
afternoon as we take a walk around the
Staffordshire countryside. [L-R] Emma and Nima.

Fooling around on Ramshaw Rocks someone is clearly the king of the world.

Sarah on ‘the roof’ of the Roaches.

It’s games o’clock on Saturday night as 90s music blasts
out of the radio tuned to Birmignham’s Heart FM.

One of the best rounds of Scrawl, you really had to be there to see the funny
side of this but I can’t honestly recall the last time everyone laughed so much.

Huw taking it easy in the kitchen
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Meanwhile in Scotland…

As luck would have it the two most northerly Mercians (Anta and Anna) who
happen to live just down the road from each other in Aviemore were enjoying
their first taste of winter snow in the Cairngorms and had their eyes on Pygmy
Ridge in Coire an t-sneachda. On arrival in the coire they thought better of it as
there was too much snow around, but still had a grand walk in the mountains.
Photos by Anna Flemming
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Annual Dinner, Peak
That most popular of meets
when we switch Gore-tex for
tweed, leather boots for
leather shoes, and enjoy a
fine evening meal together
without having to cook it
ourselves. This year we
plumped for a stay at
Fallcliffe Cottage near
Grindleford with dinner
being at The Grouse (home
of proper home made pie huzzah!) in Froggatt. Sure,
the weather was crap, but
almost everyone headed out
for a long walk along
Froggatt Edge punctuated
with a pit stop at the pub in
Baslow, thence back to the
hut for showers, a cup of tea,
and a glass or two of
something stronger.

About 10 minutes into Saturday’s soggy walk along
Froggatt Edge Pierce, Becky and Harry found a distraction.

Mass faff to get the hard shells
on. It was hardly raining!

(L-R) Simon, Will, Sandy, Becky, Pierce, Harry, Lou, Sarah, Stew, Jake, Julie at
The Grouse Inn.
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Agnes Spencer, Patterdale
We had hoped for snow, but were
greeted by mizzle. But mizzle won’t
knock a Mercian off their stride and
everyone got out on the hills and
bagged a haul of Wainwrights. By
3pm most were in the White Lion for
what was due to be a beer or two but
turned into a proper session of
supping pints of Rockin’ Rudolph kept
us going until mid evening. No-one
was complaining though, well, no one
but the elderly couple a few tables
down who complained that we were
too raucous. We probably were, but
if you can’t be a little raucous over 5
pints after a day in the mountains
when can you be? Such is life. Here’s
a shot of Vicki, Naomi and Adam
heading up High Street where we saw
some deer.

So here are the hiking photos.
Lot’s of semi-serious Mercians.

Naomi on the descent in the general
direction of the pub.

(L-R) Vijay, Pierce, Naomi, Adam, Vicki.

And here are the pub photos. [L-R]
Vicky, Stew, Vicki, Naomi.

This is round #3, or was it #4? [L-R] Pierce, Adam, Vijay, Beth.
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The last round before we all finally gave in
and walked back to the hut for our dinner.

PYRENEAN CLIMBING AND VIA FERRATA

by Andy Armstrong

In the small mountain principality of Andorra,
we had it in our minds that we would tackle
the very best Via Ferrata it had to offer.
Weather and fitness on the other hand
thought differently. Rain, fog and snow on the
first day brought about a change in our
expectations. Still, we did manage two
splendid Via Ferratas.
Roc d'Esquers starts just west of Escaldes-Ergordany
in a tranquil valley. We quickly ascended, in basking
sunshine, due to the numerous ladders followed by
zigzagging sections up steep cliff. Thankfully it then
went into shade where we pulled ourselves up using
chains and climbed overhanging ladders. A well
needed rest area under the cover of the trees was
provided before the final section of more ladders

and, perfect posing location, a wire bridge. The way
back was marked through pleasant countryside but
took longer than expected.
Roc de la Coma d'Erts is located outside the village
of Erts. This Via Ferrata is just above a "main road"
but we didn't notice as it only goes to ski resorts so
traffic was light. The start was nice and easy, slowly
increasing in height using staples and natural rock. It
became more interesting when we we're given the
choice of "Dificil o Facil". Of course, we took the
dificil option, which was true to its name. It had
steep overhanging ladders with awkward moves to
traverse a little before the next section of fun / pain.
The route takes a break before a traverse, which
wasn't interesting nor especially fun but it gets you
to the end of the route. The way back was easy and
took us nicely to a restaurant for ice cream.

We left Andorra for Vicdessos in the French
Pyrenees. The Via Ferrata on the north face of
Pic de Risoul is long and always in the shade. A
varied Via Ferrata that meanders around the
north face of the cliff with wooden beams, wire
bridges and a 30m Nepalese bridge.
The sadistic French even added in sections of
down climbing forcing us to continually look
down and seeing nothing but trees beneath
your feet. It's an enjoyable outing with the
added bonus of finishing near the top of the
mountain and having spectacular views down
the valley towards Pic d'edron over the town of
Goulier.

Climbing in the valley of Vicdessos was perfect
as it had plenty of accessible 4 - 5+ grade
climbs. The climbing area of Auzat was a short
walk from the car park with closely bolted
climbs and a range of grades at all levels.
Goulier was a gentle 15m walk in. It only has 8
climbs, of which we could only do 4, but for a
semi lazy day of the odd climb and lying in the
sun with beautiful views it's definitely worth
the outing. Our whole time in the valley
climbing we only saw people at the popular
section of Auzat, which gave the areas a lovely
tranquil feel. With plenty more climbing and Via
Ferrata to do it would be worth a return visit to
both places.
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Pen Ceunant Uchaf
The most unusual name for a hut must be awarded to this one above Llanberis in
Snowdonia National Park. On Saturday Vijay was keen to go scrambling to keep his fitness
up so a group of us went onto the West Face of Tryfan and allowed Vijay the privilege of
carrying the rope up to Y Gully (II). Pictured here is Joe as he nears the top of Tryfan after
topping out on that route. The rock was soaking and perhaps wisely Vicki, Vicky and Louise
had opted for a walk up the Devil’s Kitchen and Y Garn but sacked off the Glyders as the nav
would have been tricky in such poor visibility.
On Sunday morning Alan awoke to the sound of a American tourist knocking on the hut
door. He was dressed as American tourists usually do, and said “can you tell me where the
path up Snowdon is?”. Well, the forecast for the day was absolutely horrendous, and Alan
looked the man up and down. He was woefully unprepared in clothing and ability (I mean,
he couldn’t even find the start of the path!). Anyway, despite Alan’s stern warning about
knocking it on the head off he went. Anyway, we’ve no idea what happened to this chap,
but Sunday really was dire, so most folk were heading back to the midlands by noon.

[L-R] Vijay, Joe and Adam scrambling above Y Gully on the
West face of Tryfan in slightly damp conditions.

The rock was damp enough that we got the ropes out for one tricky
passage. Here is Vijay on that pitch looking for his next gear
placement and blissfully unaware that he’s about to run out of rope.

[L-R] Stew, Adam, Vijay and Joe enjoying the stunning views from the summit
of Tryfan before boshing down the south ridge and on to Pen Y Gwryd for a
pint of Purple Moose’s finest Glaslyn ale. All in all a pretty good day.

[L-R] Joe and Adam warming up by
the fire in the Pen Y Gwryd.

[L-R] Vijay, Geoff, Mike and Duncan
lounging around at Pen Ceunant Uchaf.

Happy 40th Louise!
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WOMEN’S CLIMBING SYMPOSIUM
4th November 2017 – The Bloc, Bristol
By Naomi Simmonite

The Women’s Climbing Symposium
aim is to ‘positively impact people’s
climbing with activities that connect,
develop and inspire’. This was my
second visit to the WCS, the first being
in 2013 when it was held at the Arches
in London. The WCS is only for
women (unfair guys I know but that’s
the way it goes; don’t shoot the
author). It’s not a cheap day out but
you get 2 training workshops (with top
women climbers) and 2 focus talks. On
top of that there are 3 key speakers. I
remember thinking in 2013 that I’d go
to WCS but not for a few years. But
who could pass up the opportunity to
listen to Lynn Hill? Not me (she was
awesome).
I’m not going to tell you about every
workshop and talk but I am going to
share with you some take away
messages.
“You’ve got nothing to lose by
trying”.
Inspire was the specific theme of this
year’s event and inspirational it
certainly was. The day started off with
a talk from Anoushe Husain, a
paraclimber with one fully functioning
arm and a list of medical ailments that
would make most people give up.
Anouche talked about how it’s easy to
stay within our comfort zone but
reminded us that if you stay within
that zone it gets smaller but if you
push against it, it gets wider. I can
think of a few fellow Mercians who
have progressed through ‘giving it a
go’.
My first coaching sessions was on
yoga. This was a different, more active
type of yoga compared to what I was
used to. But I took away the
knowledge that there are different
types of yoga and for the trad style of
climbing that I enjoy, a more active
style would be better than the slow
relaxing version I’d previously enjoyed
so much. Exhausting though!

I couldn’t decide which other coaching
session to do so naturally I asked
David for advice beforehand. Yes, do
steep climbing because you’re really
bad at that. Cheers! We learned about
heel hooks, toe hooks and clamps.
Have I practised it since? Not really
but I took away that to be effective in
your heel hook you must use it
properly otherwise it’s a waste of
time.
Climbing is training
Ella Russell gave an interesting talk on
training. Every year I think about this
and then it goes out of the window. So
the question is, do I want it badly
enough? If I do, then I should train.
Let’s face it though, most of us go
down the wall on a Thursday for the
social crack. But if you really want to
achieve your goals you may need to
be a little bit selfish and do what you
need to do. It’s your choice and
maybe you need to train on other
occasions and different places too.
Do you know your climbing style? It
helps when planning for training to
know whether your goals relate to
sport, trad or bouldering. There’s a
good chance that if you’re a boulderer
then there’s little point on doing route
climbing at the wall. If you prefer the
other two, then you may boulder to
practice a specific technique or for
power but you also need to train for
stamina and endurance.
Are you training for a specific trip –
may be your hot rock trip to Kalymnos
in the Autumn or the summer trip to
the Alps. Make your training specific
and tailored to your strengths and
weaknesses but be realistic about
what time you can give. Think about
when you’re at your best - are you a
morning or evening person; you’re
more likely to be stronger earlier on in
the week than towards the end. Do
you need to change something? Does
something have to give? What works

for you? The really key message
though is to enjoy your climbing
because climbing is training.
Activate those muscles
How many of us ruck up at the wall
and jump on without warming up? It’s
particularly important to warm up
during the cold days of winter. We all
need to warm up to prevent injury but
warming up also activates your
climbing muscles and prepares the
mental side of your brain. You know
how, just remember to warm your
whole body up, stretch out those
shoulders, core, legs and torso. Don’t
forget your ankles. It makes a
difference. Don’t just take my word
for it, try it.
‘She climbs the monkey bars like a
pro’ (said of Lynn Hill aged 2)
I know that some of you were
disappointed not to see Lynn. I’ve
listened to several young top climbers
and they don’t inspire me at all. But
Lynn is just 10 years older than me
and about the same height. We have
totally different lifestyles and
achievements but what listening to
her and watching her video clips made
me realise is that I am a trad climber.
Everything else is just training for it.
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NEW YEAR MEET
by Fabian Moore and Vicky Higgins

Day 1: Arrival

Temperature:
Precipitation:
Visibility:
First Mercian in the pub:
Spoon related injuries:

-7
0
Excellent (shame it’s pitch black by the time we get there)
6pm
0

The troops arrive in dribs and drabs throughout the evening, slipping
and sliding our way along the iced up path to the hut, laden with
enough booze to sink a festive battleship. Luckily Vijay, Pierce and
Amandeep get there first and stoke up the (gas) fire as it's bloody
baltic outside. An evening of comparing weather forecasts and hike
proposals ensues, and finally a plan is hatched to scale Bidean nam
Bian the next day, on the basis that it is the forecast is the least bad
(note, in no way good) of the entire week.

Day 2: Bail Out No. 1
Temperature:
Precipitation:
Visibility:
First Mercian in the pub:
Spoon related injuries:

Very Scottish
Wet, cold, sideways
Shite
11.58am
1

An unpromising start, as the dry-ish day promised
by the Met Office fails to materialise. Despite this,
an eager team of hikers sets off into the wind and
sideways freezing rain, desperately hoping the
skies will clear as the day rolls on. No such luck.
The C team turn back after approx. 1 hour, ground
down by the atrocious weather and unwilling to
make the leap of faith across a sketchy iced up
slab (complete with sheer drop into semi-frozen
waterfall below).
Determined to hike somewhere the C team trek
along the valley floor to the safety of the Clachaig.
Boozy hot chocolates on order by 11.59am. The
rest of the group soldier on, completing a loop
down into the lost valley before reconvening in
the pub mid-afternoon. After thawing out by the
fire, everyone heads back to the hut for a
delicious curry provided by Vijay and the first of
an increasingly violent series of Spoons games.
Amandeep and Ed nearly come to blows in a
tense final round which sees Ed crowned the
victor.

Day 3: Bail out No. 2
Temperature:
Precipitation:
Visibility:
First Mercian in the pub:
Spoon related injuries:

Thawing out
Continuous
Non-existent
None (too wet and hung-over)
3

Facing a forecast of 40-50 mph winds and zero
visibility, the group hatch a plan for a pleasant low
level circular walk around Buchaille Etive Beag.
The first casualties are Pierce and Amandeep,
who fail even to make it out of bed due to
absolutely stonking handovers. Duncan, Vijay and
Vicky each bail out in turn as visibility decreases
and they come to the conclusion that valley no.1
looks much like valley no. 2 when all you can see
is mist and wet. A heroic threesome of Ed, Beth
and Karl finish the hike, returning to the hut
bedraggled many hours later. Huw and Fabian
have a wonderful day mountain biking in the
sunshine just a few miles north – the less said
about that the better.
Dinner is delayed by the adventures of Dylan,
Chichester’s worst behaved dog, who does a
runner early in the evening sparking a nationwide
search. Dog finally located, we settle in for
stroganoff and more Spoons. Cabin fever has
clearly set in, as the group start diving across
tables and carving chunks out of each other in a
frenzied attack. Disturbing gouges are appearing
in the wood of the kitchen table near Ed’s
favourite seat and Amandeep’s reign of terror
continues. Will we make it to 2018 without killing
each other?

Day 4: New Year’s Eve
Temperature:
Precipitation:
Visibility:
First Mercian in the pub:
Spoon related injuries:

(the official founding of the Mercian Spa Club and nipple-gate)

Mild
Continuous
Steamed up spa windows
3pm
56

Having given up on mountaineering entirely, the C
team head to the local spa at the Isles of Glen Coe
Hotel. Equipped with a swimming pool, jacuzzi
and sauna the gang while away the afternoon in
the warm. Huw declares “This is the best day I
have had on a meet”. Whilst many of the C team
agree with Huw in secret, they do a slightly better
job of pretending that it is only a spell of
particularly poor weather that has lead them to
seek out such relaxing luxury. Meanwhile the A
team, consisting of Ed and Karl, spend the
afternoon at Kinlochleven climbing wall for some
indoor ice climbing.
Mid afternoon the teams converge on the
Clachaig. The relaxing day has resulted in an
excess of energy, and the Mercians
enthusiastically sink a few high value beers. By the
time the group leave at around 5-6pm, they are
already on their way to a fairly messy new year’s
eve.
Back at the hut Vicky prepares mulled wine and
then food, whilst the group play spoons with
drunk abandon. Over dinner, the Mercians
conversational skills have started to fail them –
and the topic of conversation turns to nipples
(Perhaps the mulled wine didn’t need all that
brandy in it?). Fabian and Pierce both claim to
have the hairiest nipples. Pierce, competitive as
always, demands proof. Fabian is too polite to
flash everyone at the dinner table, and proposes
revealing all at a later time. Being a shy and
dignified individual, he hopes that the drunken
Mercians will soon forget and move on to
harassing someone else. Unfortunately, this move
backfires when the group force him to agree a
fixed show time, and all set alarm clocks
accordingly. In the background, one lone sensible
Mercian tidies up around the inebriated masses,
and does all the washing up (Thanks, and sorry,
Duncan!). When the allotted show time rolls
around, the group are immediately disappointed

by Fabian’s brief shirtless dash outside the hut.
What an anti-climax.
At the 12 o’clock countdown, bottles of bubbly
are served - The Mercians picture themselves as
suave and sophisticated whilst sipping champagne
in celebration. However, when viewed several
days later, a video of the event seems to show
footage of a particularly lairy rugby club on tour
jeering as the cork is popped. Karl plays the
mischievous drunk, and goes around the hut
pranking people (filling up empty beer cans with
the tap water marked “do not drink”, and
swapping them with peoples drinks). The
Mercians make the most out of a tiny Bluetooth
speaker and an MP3 player with a rather dated
record collection - it is like a student indie night
from several decades ago. The group are feeling
energetic, and decide that the spoon-scarred
table hasn’t had enough abuse, opting to use the
table as a dance floor. The fact that the table
survives prolonged exposure to the aggressive
stomping dance moves of around 10 Mercians is a
tribute to craftsmanship and engineering.
Unfortunately for Duncan, the stomping and
singing (shouting?) only subsides at around 4 am.

Day 5: Redemption
Temperature:
Precipitation:
Visibility:
First Mercian in the pub:
Spoon related injuries:

Mild
None
Good
N/A
0

The Mercians wake to the mother of all
hangovers, and rise at around 11-12.
“Why are my shoes tied together? Karl!?”
“Why are there so many photos of nipples on my
phone?”
“Where the hell has Duncan gone?”
When someone braves opening the curtains, it
causes a stinging sensation in several hung-over
heads. However, the weather looks okay. Not
great, but it isn’t trying to snow or rain, and the
cloud is relatively high. Ed, Karl & Pierce form the
A team, and plan a big day out around Buachaille
Etive Mor, commencing the 8 hour walk at about
lunchtime. The B team (Huw, Beth, Amandeep,
Fabian), led by Vicky, plan an assent of the much
more manageable Buachaille Etive Beag.
On the way up B team have mixed energy levels
with Huw throwing snowballs at the rest of the
group when they reach the snowline. Meanwhile
Beth looks forlornly at her feet the entire way. As
they approach the summit, the group is rewarded
with a truly magnificent view as the clouds lift.
The miserable weather of the previous days and
the hangovers are forgotten as the group survey
the view (and pose for photos). The group
descend with enthusiasm, forming an impromptu
bobsleigh team to slide down some of the gentler
snowy slopes. The beautiful views of snow
covered mountains have rewarded the intrepid B
team, who leave the mountain in high spirits.
Despite the abusive Scottish weather of the
earlier days, their love of mountaineering is now
reaffirmed.
Back at the hut, the team find Vijay. Too
hungover to do anything, he had headed straight
to the Claghaig for Fish and Chips (A one man C
Team on his own!). Already exhausted by the
previous night’s shenanigans, the spoons are left
in the drawer for the evening.

Spoons : The Facts
•
•
•
•

A card game that is played in multiple rounds, where each player's objective is to grab a spoon.
No spoon may be grabbed until one player has collected four of a kind.
Once the first player to get four of a kind has grabbed a spoon, all players may immediately
reach out to attempt to grab a spoon.
As in the game musical chairs, there is always one fewer spoon than there are players, so one
player will always be left without a spoon.

The British Medical Association (BMA) has been calling for
Spoons to be banned for over thirty years, due to the extreme
aggression it brings out in certain players and the sheer
number of spoon related injuries requiring treatment in A&E
departments.

Amandeep
‘Fast-Gun’
Kaur Sehmbi
u
u
u

Lightning-fast reflexes,
comparable to a wildwest gunfighter.
A vice-like grip, that
would shame most
coconut crabs.
Known to use MMA
fighting techniques when
the cards are down and
spoons are flying.

Ed
‘Mind Games’
Shaw
u
u
u

A canny tactician who
can manipulate other
players moves.
Studied Game Theory &
Psychology at Oxford
Rumoured to have taken
part in the CIA’s “MK
Ultra” Mind Control
programme alongside Uri
Geller. This has seemingly
given him the power of
telekinesis over all
metallic spoons.

FF

Here’s one final photo from the new year
meet. It goes to show that even if the
weather is terrible for all but one day,
those rare good days outweigh the many
bad ones. Just look at that view, and
savour that lighting, and tell me you don’t
wish you had been there.

FF

In memory of Steve Newton
It was with great sadness that we learned of the
passing of Steve Newton in January. Malcom
Imhoff said some words on behalf of the club at
the tree planting in Clent in Steve’s memory…
“Steve has been a loyal member of the Mercian
Mountaineering Club for over thirty years, and
before that a member of the Caving Club in which
several MMC members were also active. Many of
us share Steve’s love of the great outdoors and the
countryside.
Whether we have a faith or not we are called to be
stewards of this wonderful world in which we live,
work and pursue our recreational activities. We
give thanks that our friend Steve was a good
steward, dedicating his life and giving freely of his
time, energy and talent to work and care for places
such as Clent.
We give thanks for shared experiences in the hills,
in Wales, Scotland and the Lake District. We give
thanks for Steve’s friendship, for conversations and
meals shared, and above all for his sense of
humour which brightened our days.”

FF

Do you find yourself:
-Getting off & pushing up the slightest incline?
-Taking your bike for long walks, unable to remember what to do with the pedals?
-Being left in the corner of the visitor centre cafe (abandoned like an exhausted
grandparent on a family day out) so that your friends can actually get some biking in?

Then you need the Power of Electricity - Buy the LazeE-BikeTM Now!

Only
£599.24p

Order Now
on 01216
430323

As Seen on
BBC’s
Watchdog

FREE ACCESSORY!
Ever find yourself ranting about unimportant things, with nobody listening? Then we
recommend you fill your face with the “Handsfree Crisp-Guzzler” handlebar
attachment (Patent Pending). Included free if you order before the 4th of February
quoting code:
“1AM-11UW-13ERT”

Anabasis, Capel Curig
It’s an unusual name for a hut, ‘Anabasis’, but it means
to journey from the coast to the inland - apparently. It
may also be Welsh for “freezing cold hut”. To give
some context, Joe had prepared, and frozen, a big
batch of French onion soup as the starter for
Saturday’s three course dinner, and even after a full 24
hours in the dark, damp, and mouse dropping riddled
kitchen (I’m really selling it aren’t I?) it remained
frozen solid.
This out of the way hut, not far from Plas Y Brenin, on
the road out towards the Pen Y Gwyrd was our home
for the weekend. In fairness once the wood burner
was going the lounge did warm up and it was actually
quite cosy - it’s just that you needed to put your down
jacket on to go into the bedroom. Anyway, I digress, a
cold, crisp and clear Saturday was forecast and
everyone went to Snowdon and split into groups with
various objectives. Clearly the weather forecast was
wrong, it was cold and crisp but not clear, but those
are still the ingredients for a fab day day. The air was
as still as could be and it was a perfect to be up high.
After the walks we all met back in the Tyn Y Coed by
the roaring fire for a few hours before going back to
Anabasis for Joe’s soup, Stewart’s haggis, and Beth’s
apple crumble - we ate well that night, and most
unusually for the Mercian’s everyone was so pooped
that we were all in our sleeping bags by midnight.
Sunday’s forecast was for armageddon, so it was gear
shopping in Llanberis, breakfast at Pete’s Eats, and
then climbing at The Beacon for some of us. Other just
hit the A5 and headed home.

[L-R] Adam and Joe on Crib Y Ddysgl. We went on
to complete the whole horseshoe. It was touch
and go at the summit of Snowdon though, when
the thought of a warm pub tempted us down.

[L-R] Huw, Adam, Joe and Stew behind
the café on the summit of Snowdon.

[L-R] Huw, Beth and Vicky at
the top of the Pyg Track

[L-R] Jake, Vicky, Sarah, Beth, Huw and
Andy somewhere in the clag of Snowdon.

[L-R] Nima, Vicky, Vijay, Jake, Sarah, Huw and Adam
in the lounge of Anabasis moments before the home
made mulled ale was served.

Anabasis hut on the
Sunday morning.
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